**John’s Tips For Fitzroy River Barra**

- Be prepared with good quality spinning or baitcasting gear in the 10kg line class. Barramundi take a heavy toll on terminal tackle, so beef up your lure hooks and use 24 – 30kg fluorocarbon leaders.

- Be persistent. Learn how to recognise barramundi on your sounder, and once you’ve found them, stay with them. Try switching lures or changing retrieve styles until you find what’s working on the day. Often when they’re quiet a smaller lure can make the difference.

- The time and tide are critical. It pays to start downstream at the bottom of the tide and follow the tide as it moves up the 40km of Fitzroy River Estuary. The best tides are making tides shortly after the neap.
John's Top Lures For Fitzroy Barra

• Soft vibes in the 20-30g sizes. These can be hopped along the bottom with small twitches or fished faster and more aggressively.

• 2. Suspending hard body lures in the 100-125mm size range for fishing deeper rock bars and snags. Floating, shallow swimming crankbaits for shallow flats and around the mouths of small drains.

• Small poppers and stickbaits (90-100mm) when fish are surface feeding.

• Weedless soft plastic lures are prefect for fishing for barra in freshwater areas around Rockhampton

When To Fish The Fitzroy For Barramundi

• Best tides for Fitzroy River Barra are building tides following the neap. The last couple of hours of the runout and the first hour of the run in can also be good, especially along the edges of flats or in the mouths of small creeks.

• September and October are prime big barra times in the Fitzroy River.

• March, April and May can be especially productive if there has been a decent wet season, but timing is absolutely critical – it depends entirely on the wet season on any given year.

Episode Sponsors

**Guided Fishing Downunder** is John’s personalised guiding service for anyone wanting to experience the best barra, king threadfin, trevally, tuna and saratoga fishing the Rockhampton area has to offer.

**Fishotopia** is where Australia’s genius fishing minds hang out to share their secrets and talk tackle, technique and more. Join the community and find out how the ten percent fish!
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